Gladys Aylward Crossword Puzzle

Word Bank
Yellow
England
ninety-four*
China
Sian
guides
foot
coal
Bible
hymns
zero
Japan
*no hyphen in crossword

Across
2. The town the orphans were going to.
3. The name of the river the orphans crossed.
6. The kind of train the children rode on.
9. How many orphans did Gladys rescue?
11. The kind of songs Gladys taught the orphans.
12. What country invaded China?

Down
1. Gladys told the Chinese what kind of stories?
4. What country did Gladys come from?
5. Gladys was what kind of inspector?
7. The number of children Gladys lost.
8. God still does what for us today?
10. Where was Gladys a missionary?